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The Verlinde formulas as �xed point formulasA. Alekseev, E. Meinrenken and C. WoodwardWe express the index of the Spin-Dira operator on sympletiquotients of a Hamiltonian loop group manifold in terms of �xedpoint data. As an appliation we prove the Verlinde formulas forthe Spin-quantization of moduli spaes of at bundles over sur-faes. 1. Introdution.The goal of this paper is to show that the Verlinde formulas [39℄ for thegeometri quantization of moduli spaes of at bundles over surfaes followfrom a �xed point priniple for loop group ations, in muh the same way asthe Weyl or Steinberg formulas an be interpreted as �xed point formulasfor ag varieties [4℄.Our �xed point formula is a loop group version of the following priniplefor ations of ompat, onneted groups G. Let M be a ompat Hamilto-nian G-manifold with G-equivariant pre-quantum line bundle L. Let �(M)be the G-equivariant index of the Spin-Dira operator with values in L.The virtual harater �(M) an be omputed from the Atiyah-Segal-Singertheorem in terms of �xed point data, or from the quantization ommuteswith redution priniple in terms of indies of sympleti quotients. A om-bination of these two expressions leads to formulas for indies of sympletiquotients as a sum of �xed point ontributions. For instane, the index ofa sympleti quotient of a oadjoint orbit by the ation of a maximal torusmay be omputed from the Weyl harater formula, whih is a sum over�xed points of the maximal torus, indexed by elements of the Weyl group.Our main result is a similar �xed point formula for pre-quantized Hamil-tonian LG-manifolds M with proper moment map, for G simply onneted.While M itself is in�nite-dimensional, the properness assumption impliesthat its sympleti quotients are ompat. To de�ne �xed point ontri-butions we onsider a �nite dimensional ompat G-manifold M , obtainedfrom M as a quotient by the based loop group 
G � LG. Theorem 4.3below expresses the indies of sympleti quotients of M in terms of �xedpoint data on M . The �xed point ontributions are reminisent of the right1
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hand side of the equivariant index theorem, although M does not arry anaturally indued Spin-struture. Heuristially, the formula follows fromappliation of the equivariant index theorem to the loop group manifold,and subsequent \renormalization" of the in�nities on both sides.When we apply the formula to the ation of the loop group on the modulispae of at bundles on a Riemann surfae, and ombine our formula withreent results of Teleman [35℄ on vanishing of the higher ohomology, we ob-tain a short proof of the Verlinde formula. It di�ers from the original proofgiven by Tsuhiya-Ueno-Yamada [37℄, who used the degeneration of the sur-fae and a omputation of the Verlinde numbers for the three-holed sphere.Another proof of the Verlinde formula that does not use degeneration wasoutlined by Szenes in [34℄, and arried out for SU(2) and SU(3). The proofwas extended by Je�rey-Kirwan [21℄ to SU(n), and Bismut-Labourie [10℄ toarbitrary ompat, onneted simply-onneted groups, for suÆiently highlevel. The idea of deriving the Verlinde formula from loalization appearsin the physis papers by Gerasimov [18℄ and Blau and Thompson [11℄. Theproblem of �nding a rigorous approah via loalization had been suggestedto us by A. Szenes many years ago. Partial results in this diretion wereobtained by S. Chang [13℄.An interesting outstanding question is whether our formula may be �tinto the framework of twisted K-theory, as applied to the Verlinde algebraby Freed, Hopkins, and Teleman [16℄.The ontents of the paper are as follows. In Setion 2 we disuss Spin-quantization of �nite dimensional Hamiltonian manifolds, and desribe the�nite dimensional version of our �xed point formula. Setion 3 is dediatedto a review of loop group ations and group-valued moment maps. Themain theorem is stated in Setion 4. In Setion 5 we apply the theorem toa alulation of Verlinde numbers, and in Setion 6 we desribe its proof.Notation.Throughout the paper G will denote a ompat, onneted Lie group, andg its Lie algebra. We denote by R(G) the ring of haraters of �nite-dimensional virtual representations. We let T be a maximal torus in G,and t its Lie algebra. The integral lattie � � t is de�ned as the kernel ofthe exponential map exp : t! T , and the (real) weight lattie �� � t� is itsdual. Embed t� ,! g� as the �xed point set for the oadjoint ation of T .Every � 2 �� de�nes a 1-dimensional T -representation, denoted C � , wheret = exp � ats by t� := e2�ih�;�i. This representation extends uniquely to thestabilizer group G� of �. We letW be the Weyl group of (G;T ) and R � ��
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the set of roots. We �x a set of positive roots R+ � R and let t+ � t andt�+ � t� be the orresponding positive Weyl hambers. For any dominantweight � 2 ��+ := �� \ t�+ we denote by V� the irreduible representationwith highest weight � and by �� 2 R(G) its harater. Some additionalnotation to be introdued later:

J Weyl denominator; 2.4A fundamental alove; 2.4�, �0,  half-sum of positive roots, highest root,dual Coxeter number; 2.4B = Bk inner produt on g, 2.4��k; Rk(G) level k weights, level k haraters; 2.4Tk a ertain �nite subgroup of T ; 2.4t� element of Tk+ parametrized by � 2 ��k; 2.4G�; LG� stabilizer in G resp. LG of fae � � A; 3.1R+;�; ��; t+;� positive roots for G�, their half-sum,positive Weyl hamber; 3.1� distinguished point in a fae � � A; 3.1LG;
G free loop group, based loop group; 3.1Wa� aÆne Weyl group; 3.1dLG(k) level k entral extension of the loop group; 4.1�L; �R left, right Maurer-Cartan forms; 3.12. Spin-quantization of sympleti manifolds.In this setion we review Spin-quantization for ompat Hamiltonian G-manifolds. We explain how the �xed point formula for the equivariant index,together with the \quantization ommutes with redution" priniple, leadsto a formula (7) for the index of a sympleti quotient in terms of �xed pointontributions for a ertain �nite subgroup. This is the �nite-dimensionalversion of the main result of the paper.2.1. Spin-quantization of Hamiltonian G-spaes.We refer to Lawson-Mihelson [24℄ for bakground on Spin-strutures, andto Duistermaat [15℄ for a disussion of the sympleti ase.
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Let M be a ompat, onneted manifold with sympleti form !, to-gether with a sympleti G-ation. Given � 2 g let �M = ��t jt=0 exp(t�)�denote the orresponding vetor �eld on M . The ation is alled Hamil-tonian if there exists a G-equivariant map � 2 C1(M; g�)G suh that�(�M )! = d�(�) for all �. The map � is alled a moment map and thetriple (M;!;�) is alled a Hamiltonian G-spae. By a theorem of Kirwan[22℄, the intersetion �(M)\t�+ is a onvex polytope; it is alled the momentpolytope of (M;!;�).Suppose (M;!;�) arries a G-equivariant pre-quantum line bundle L.That is, L omes equipped with an invariant onnetion r, suh that theChern form 1(L) = i2� urv(r) is equal to ! and the vertial part of thevetor �eld �L is given by Kostant's formula [23℄(1) Vert(�L) = 2��(�) ���;where ��� is the generator for the salar S1-ation on the �bers of L. Choosean invariant almost omplex struture I on M that is ompatible with !,in the sense that !(�; I�) de�nes a Riemannian metri. The almost omplexstruture I de�nes a G-equivariant Spin-struture on M , whih we twistby the line bundle L. Any hoie of Hermitian onnetion on TM de�nes aDira operator =� for the twisted Spin-struture, and we de�ne �(M) 2 R(G)as its equivariant index �(M) = indexG(=�) 2 R(G):The index is independent of the hoie of I and of the onnetion. In aseM is K�ahler and L is holomorphi, the index oinides with the Euler har-ateristi for the sheaf of holomorphi setions of L.2.2. Quantization ommutes with redution.Following [27℄ we all a point � 2 g� a quasi-regular value of � if all G�-orbits in ��1(�) have the same dimension. This inludes regular values andweakly regular values of �. For any quasi-regular value � 2 g� the reduedspae (sympleti quotient)M� = ��1(�)=G� is a sympleti orbifold. If onedrops the quasi-regularity assumption, the spae M� aquires more serioussingularities (f. [33℄). For any dominant weight � 2 ��+ whih is a quasi-regular value of �, L� := (Lj��1(�) 
 C ��)=G� !M�
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is a pre-quantum orbifold-line bundle over M�. The de�nition of Spin-index arries over to the orbifold ase, hene �(M�) is de�ned. In [27℄, this isextended further to the ase of singular sympleti quotients, using a partialdesingularization. The following Theorem was onjetured by Guillemin-Sternberg and is known as \quantization ommutes with redution".Theorem 2.1 ([26, 27℄). Let (M;!;�) be a ompat pre-quantized Hamil-tonian G-manifold. Then the multipliity of �� in �(M) 2 R(G) is equal to�(M�).In partiular, only weights � 2 ��+ whih are ontained in the momentpolytope �(M) \ t�+ an appear in �(M).2.3. Equivariant index theorem.The equivariant index theorem expresses the value �(M; g) in terms of loaldata at the �xed point set Mg. We reall that the onneted omponentsF �Mg are ompat, embedded almost omplex submanifolds of M . Theyare invariant under the ation of the entralizer Gg, and the pull-baks!F ;�F ; LF of !;�; L give F the struture of a pre-quantized HamiltonianGg-spae. The ation of g 2 G on L restrits to a multipliation by a phasefator �F (g) 2 U(1) on LF .Let Td(F ) be the Todd form, for any Hermitian onnetion on TF , andlet the form DC (�F ; g) be de�ned byDC (�F ; g) = detC (1� AF (g)�1eR�F =2�):Here AF (g) 2 �1(U(�F )) is the unitary bundle automorphism of �F induedby g, and R�F 2 
2(F; u(�F )) the urvature of an invariant Hermitian on-netion on �F . The Atiyah-Segal-Singer �xed point formula [6, 5℄ assertsthat(2) �(M; g) = XF�Mg �(�F ; g)where(3) �(�F ; g) = �F (g) ZF Td(F )e1(LjF )DC (�F ; g) :
(For �nite �xed point set, the formula is a speial ase of the Atiyah-BottLefshetz formula [3℄.) We will also need an equivalent expression for the
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�xed point ontributions, in whih the almost omplex struture enters onlyvia the Spin-line bundle L, given as a tensor produt L = L2
K�1 of L
Lwith the anti-anonial line bundle K�1 for the almost omplex struture:
(4) �(�F ; g) = �F (g)1=2 ZF Â(F )e12 1(LjF )DR (�F ; g) :
Here �F (g) is the eigenvalue for the ation of g on LjF , and the square root�F (g)1=2 = �F (g)�F (g)�1=2 is de�ned as�F (g)�1=2 := det(AF (g)1=2):where AF (g)1=2 2 �1(U(�F )) is the unique square root of AF (g) having allits eigenvalues in the set fei�j 0 � � < �g. Furthermore bA(F ) is the Â-formof F , and DR (�F ; g) = irank(�F )=2det1=2R (1� AF (g)�1eR�F =2�);viewing AF (g) as a real automorphism, R�F as a o(�F )-valued 2-form, andtaking the positive square root. The �xed point expressions (3) and (4) areidential beause DC (�F ; g) = DR (�F ; g)e12 1(K�F )�F (g)1=2and Td(F ) = Â(F )e�121(KF )where KF is the anonial bundle of F and K�F that for �F .2.4. Fixed point formula for multipliities.We now use �nite Fourier transform to extrat the multipliity of any weight� 2 ��+ from Formula (2). For a di�erent approah using Fourier series, seeGuillemin-Prato [19℄. For simpliity, we only onsider the ase where G issimply onneted.We need to introdue some extra notation and fats regarding ompatLie groups. Suppose (for a short moment) that G is simple. Let �0 2 �� bethe highest root, h�0 2 t its oroot, � 2 �� the half-sum of positive roots,and  = 1 + �(h�0) the dual Coxeter number. The fundamental alove isdenoted A := f� 2 t+j�0(�) � 1g. Let the basi inner produt BG be theunique invariant inner produt on g suh that BG(h�0; h�0) = 2. It has the
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important property that it restrits to an integer-valued Z-bilinear form onthe lattie � (see [12℄, Chapter V.2).For a general simply onneted group G, deompose into simple fatorsG = G1 � : : : � Gs with dual Coxeter numbers  = (1; : : : ; s), and de�neA = A1 � : : : � As. Any invariant symmetri bilinear form on g an bewritten Bk := sXj=1 kjBGj ;
where kj 2 R . We denote by B[k : g! g� the linear map de�ned by Bk, andif all kj 6= 0 the inverse map is denoted B℄k = (B[k)�1. Suppose all kj arepositive integers. Then Bk is integer-valued on �, and we have inlusionsB[k(�) � �� and B℄k(��) � �. The �nite Fourier transform is taken usingthe �nite subgroup Tk := B℄k(��)=�of T = t=�. Let A�k := B[k(A) � t�+; ��k = �� \ A�k:The weights in ��k are alled weights at level k. Using the de�nition of thealove, one veri�es that the map��k ! Tk+; � 7! t� := exp(B℄k+(�+ �))takes values in T regk+ = Tk+ \Greg and identi�es ��k = T regk+=W .Example 2.2. Suppose G = SU(2). Then � 2 t� spans the weight lattie,and �0 = 2� is the positive root. Therefore, B[k(�) = 2k�� and Tk = Z2k .Furthermore, A�k = ft�j 0 � t � kg and ��k = f0; �; : : : ; k�g. The dualCoxeter number is  = 2. For � = l�, the element t� is a diagonal matrixwith entries ei�; e�i� down the diagonal, where � = � l+1k+2 .Let the set of level k haraters Rk(G) � R(G) be the additive subgroupgenerated by all �� with � 2 ��k. One has the orthogonality relations,X�2��k jJ(t�)j2 ��(t�)��0(t�)� = #Tk+ Æ�;�0 ; �; �0 2 ��k(5) X�2��k jJ(t�)j2��(t�)��(t�0)� = #Tk+ Æ�;�0 ; �; �0 2 ��k(6)
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where J : T ! C is the Weyl denominatorJ(t) = Xw2W(�1)l(w)tw�:
These formulas are obtained from the Weyl harater formula and �niteFourier transform for Tk+ � T . As a onsequene, every level k harateris determined by its restrition to T regk+. One may view Rk(G) as a quotientof R(G) by the ideal of haraters vanishing on T regk+; this de�nes a ringstruture on Rk(G) known as fusion produt.Let us return to the problem of alulating multipliities in �(M) fromthe �xed point formula. The remark following Theorem 2.1 shows that�(M) 2 Rk(G) provided kj > 0 are hosen large enough so that A�k ontainsthe moment polytope �(M) \ t�+. The multipliity of any � 2 ��k an beomputed from the orthogonality relation (5), substituting the Atiyah-Segal-Singer �xed point formula for �(M; t�). On the other hand this multipliityequals �(M�), by Theorem 2.1. This gives,Proposition 2.3. Let (M;!;�) be a pre-quantized ompat HamiltonianG-manifold with harater �(M) at level k. Then the index of the reduedspae M� an be expressed in terms of �xed point ontributions in M :
(7) �(M�) = 1#Tk+ X�2��k ��(t�)jJ(t�)j2 XF�Mt� �(�F ; t�)�:3. Loop group ations and group-valued moment maps.3.1. Loop groups.For the material in this subsetion we refer to Pressley-Segal [32, Setion4.3℄. Let S1 = R=Z be the parametrized irle with oordinate s.Throughout we will �x a \Sobolev level" f > 1. We denote by 
0(S1; g)the spae of g-valued 0-forms of Sobolev lass f + 1=2 and by 
1(S1; g) theg-valued 1-forms of Sobolev lass f � 1=2. Then forms in 
0(S1; g) are C1and those in 
1(S1; g) are C0. Let the (free) loop group LG onsist of mapsS1 ! G of Sobolev lass f +1=2. It is a Banah Lie group with Lie algebraLg = 
0(S1; g). The kernel of the evaluation mapping LG! G; g 7! g(0) isalled the based loop group 
G. The free loop group is a semi-diret produtLG = Gn 
G where G is embedded as onstant loops and the ation of Gon 
G is pointwise onjugation. We embed the lattie � � t into LG by the
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map whih takes � 2 � to the loop,R=Z ! G; s 7! exp(�s�):The loop group LG ats on the aÆne spae A(S1) = 
1(S1; g) of on-netions on the trivial G-bundle over S1 by gauge transformationsg � � = Adg(�)� g��R:Here �R 2 
1(G; g) denotes the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan form. Theorbit spae for this ation an be desribed as follows. Consider the em-bedding t � g ,! 
1(S1; g) by the map � 7! �ds. The intersetion of anyLG-orbit with t is an orbit of the aÆne Weyl group Wa� = W n �. Henethere are natural identi�ations,
1(S1; g)=LG = t=Wa� = T=W = G=Ad(G):In partiular, one has a 1-1 orrespondene between LG-orbits and onju-gay lasses in G. For G simply onneted, all of these sets are also identi�edwith the fundamental alove A. That is, eah oadjoint LG-orbit meets thealove A in exatly one point.For s 2 R and any � 2 
1(S1; g) let Hols(�) 2 G denote the paralleltransport from 0 to s. Thus s 7! h(s) = Hols(�) is the unique solution ofthe initial value problem h0(s)h(s)�1 � h��R = �; h(0) = e. One has theequivariane property(8) Hols(g � �) = g(s)Hols(�)g(0)�1;showing in partiular that the based gauge group 
G ats freely. LetHol(�) := Hol1(�) denote holonomy of � around S1. Any two elements�1; �2 2 
1(S1; g) with Hol(�1) = Hol(�2) are related by a based gaugetransformation, Hols(�1)Hols(�2)�1. The holonomy mapHol : 
1(S1; g)! Ggives 
1(S1; g) the struture of a Banah prinipal 
G-bundle over G. Itis equivariant with respet to the evaluation map LG ! G and one againgives the orrespondene between LG-orbits and onjugay lasses.For any � 2 
1(S1; g), the evaluation map LG! G indues an isomor-phism, LG� �= GHol(�), with inverse map(9) GHol� ! LG�; g 7! AdHols(�)(g):
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In partiular this shows that all stabilizer groups LG� are ompat.If we make the additional assumption that G is simply onneted, thenall entralizers Gg, hene also all stabilizer groups LG� �= GHol(�), are on-neted. For any open fae � � A, the stabilizer group LG� of � 2 � isindependent of � and will therefore be denoted LG�. The evaluation mapde�nes an isomorphism LG� �= G� with the entralizer of g = exp(�). If� � � then LG� � LG� and G� � G�; in partiular every G�; LG� ontainsthe maximal torus T . The root system R� of G� onsists of all � 2 R suhthat the restrition �j� is integer valued. From the de�nition of the dualCoxeter number, it follows that B℄(�) 2 int(A). Let R+;� be all � 2 R�suh that �(B℄(�)) � �j�, and let 2�� be their sum. One an hek (f.[28℄) that(10) � := B℄(�� ��)is always ontained in �. The positive Weyl hamber t+;� for R+;� is theone over A� �.3.2. Hamiltonian loop group ations.The spae Lg� := 
1(S1; g�) is a dense sub-spae of the topologial dualspae of Lg = 
0(S1; g), using the pairing of g� and g followed by integrationover S1. Given an invariant inner produt B on g, the isomorphism B[ :g ! g� gives rise to an identi�ation B[ : 
1(S1; g) ! Lg�. The aÆneLG-ation indued on Lg� via this isomorphism will be alled the oadjointloop group ation, and its orbits will be alled oadjoint LG-orbits. Reallthat a 2-form on a Banah manifold M is alled weakly sympleti if itskernel is trivial everywhere.De�nition 3.1. A Hamiltonian LG-manifold is a triple (M; b!; b�), onsist-ing of a Banah manifold M with a smooth LG-ation, a weakly sympleti2-form b! on M , and an equivariant map b� : M ! Lg� satisfying(11) �(�M )b! = db�(�); � 2 Lg:Muh of the theory of ompat Hamiltonian G-spaes arries over toHamiltonian loop group spaes if one assumes that the moment map b� isproper. For example, if � 2 Lg� is a regular value of the moment mapthen the redued spae M� = b��1(�)=LG� is a ompat, �nite dimensionalsympleti orbifold. More generally, this holds true for quasi-regular values�, i.e. if all LG�-orbits in b��1(�) have the same dimension.
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For G simply onneted and M onneted, there is also a onvexitytheorem [30, Theorem 4.11℄, stating the intersetion b�(M) \ A is a onvexpolytope. We refer to this polytope as the moment polytope of M .Basi examples for Hamiltonian LG-spaes with proper moment mapsare oadjoint orbits O = LG�� for � 2 Lg�, with moment map the inlusion.The 2-form is uniquely determined by the moment map ondition, and isgiven by an analog to the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau formula. The motivatingexamples of moduli spaes of at bundleson surfaes with boundary aredisussed in Setion 5.3.3. Group-valued moment maps.Suppose (M; b!; b�) is a Hamiltonian LG-spae with proper moment map.As mentioned above, the holonomy map Hol : Lg� ! G is a prinipal
G-bundle. By equivariane of the moment map, the based loop group
G also ats freely on M , and by properness the quotient M := M=
Gis a ompat, smooth, �nite dimensional manifold [29, Setion 3.2.1℄. Theation of LG = Gn
G desends to a G-ation on M , and the moment mapb� to a G-equivariant map � : M ! G, whih makes the following diagramommute: M b��! Lg�# #M ��! GWe all M the holonomy manifold of M . In [1℄ M is interpreted as aHamiltonian G-spae with group valued moment map �. The de�nition isas follows. Let �L; �R be the left resp. right invariant Maurer-Cartan formson G, and � 2 
3(G) the anonial losed, bi-invariant 3-form� = 112B(�L; [�L; �L℄) = 112B(�R; [�R; �R℄):De�ne a 2-form on Lg� by

$ = 12 Z 10 B�Hol�s �R; ��s Hol�s �R� ds:
By [1, Proposition 8.1℄ the form $ has the property d$ = Hol� �, and itsontrations with generating vetor �elds for the LG-ation are�(�Lg�)$ = �d�(�) + 12 Hol� B(�L + �R; �(0)):
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Here �(�) is the funtion on Lg� taking � 2 Lg� to the pairing with � 2 Lg.It follows that b!� b��$ 2 
2(M) = Hol� ! for a unique 2-form ! 2 
2(M).As shown in [1℄, this 2-form has properties(12) d! = ���;
(13) �(�M )! = 12��B(�L + �R; �); for all � 2 g;
(14) ker(!m) = f�M (m)j Ad�(m) � = ��gand onversely every ompat G-manifold M with an equivariant map � 2C1(M;G) and an invariant 2-form ! with these three properties de�nesa Hamiltonian LG-manifold with proper moment map. We all (M;!;�)with properties (12), (13), (14) a group-valued Hamiltonian G-spae. As forg�-valued moment maps, we all an element g 2 G a quasi-regular value of �if all Gg-orbits in ��1(g) have the same dimension. It is proved in [1℄ that inthis ase the redued spae Mg = ��1(g)=Gg is a sympleti orbifold, with2-form indued from !. Given � 2 Lg� with g = Hol(�), one �nds that g isquasi-regular for � if and only if � is quasi-regular for b�, and M� = Mg assympleti spaes.4. The �xed point formula for loop group ations.In this Setion, we disuss pre-quantization of Hamiltonian loop group mani-folds and state the main result of this paper, the �xed point formula Theorem4.3. 4.1. Central extension of LG.We will assume for the rest of this paper that G is simply onneted, andlet G = G1 � : : : � Gs be its deomposition into simple fators. Eah ofthe bilinear forms B = Bl, l 2 R s , on g de�nes a entral extension Lg ofLg = 
0(S1; g) by R , with oyle : Lg� Lg! R ; (�1; �2) = ZS1 B(�1;d�2):The dual ation of LG on Lg� = 
1(S1; g�) � R is given by the formula,g � (�; �) = (� � � B[(g��R); �). If B is non-degenerate, it identi�es Lg� =
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1(S1; g)� R and the gauge ation of LG on A(S1) beomes the ation onthe aÆne hyperplane � = 1.It is known [32, Theorem (4.4.1)℄ that the Lie algebra extension expo-nentiates to a group extension(15) 1! U(1)!dLG! LG! 1exatly if all lj are integers. Sine LG is onneted and simply onneted,the extension is unique. For any subgroup H � LG, we denote by bH thepull-bak of the entral extension. Sine the de�ning oyle  vanishes ong, and sine G is onneted and simply onneted, the entral extension bGis anonially trivial. That is, there is an embedding(16) G!dLG;and dLG is a semi-diret produt dLG = Gnd
G. The following propositiondesribes the entral extensions for various subgroups of LG.Proposition 4.1. Let l 2 Zs and dLG = dLG(l) the orresponding entralextension of the loop group.(a) Let �; �0 2 �, and �̂; �̂0 2 b� arbitrary lifts. Then the Lie group ommu-tator is given by the formula[�̂; �̂0℄ = (�1)Bl(�;�0):In partiular, if all lj are even, the entral extension b� is trivial.(b) Embed T ,!dLG using (16). The entral extension of LT � LG is asemi-diret produt LT = T nd
Twhere the ation of T on d
T , over the onneted omponent of 
Tontaining � 2 �, is given by multipliation with tB[(�).() Suppose all lj > 0. The entral extension of Tl�
T is a diret produt,\Tl � 
T = Tl �d
T :
Proof. Part (a) is proved by Pressley-Segal [32, Setion 4.8℄ for simply laedgroups, and by Toledano Laredo [36, Proposition 3.1℄ in the general ase.Part () follows from part (b) sine tB[(�) = 1 for � 2 �, t 2 Tl.
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It remains to prove part (b). Sine the onjugation ation of T on 
T istrivial, its ation on any onneted omponent ofd
T is salar multipliationon the �bers by some harater for T . To ompute the weight for this ationat � 2 � � 
T , let � 2 
1(dLG) be the left-invariant onnetion 1-formde�ned by the splitting Lg = Lg � R . The weight � 2 �� for the T -ationon the �ber over � is given byh�; �i = h��̂; �dLGi; � 2 t

where �̂ is any lift of �. In left trivialization of the otangent bundle ofdLG, � is the onstant map from dLG to (0; 1) 2 Lg�. This shows that itsontration with the left-invariant vetor �eld generated by � is zero. Toompute its ontrations with the right-invariant vetor �eld generated by�, we note that under the right ation of �̂,R�̂��1� = Ad�̂� � = �̂ � (0; 1) = (B[(�); 1):Sine �dLG is the di�erene between left and right invariant vetor �elds, we�nd that h��̂; �dLGi = hB[(�); �i, proving � = B[(�). �Below we will often use the following terminology. A level l line bundleover an LG-spae X is an dLG(l)-equivariant line bundle L ! X where theentral U(1) ats by salar multipliation with weight 1. Equivalently, Larries ations of the entral extensions dLGj(1) where the entral U(1)'s atwith weights lj . The tensor produt of two line bundles at levels l; l0 is atlevel l+l0, and line bundles at level 0 are simply LG-equivariant line bundles.4.2. Fixed point formula for Hamiltonian loop group ations.Suppose now that B = Bk where all kj are positive integers, and letdLG = dLG(k). Using B we identify g �= g� and 
1(S1; g) �= Lg�. Theformula for the oadjoint ation of LG on Lg� shows that a HamiltonianLG-manifold (M; b!; b�) is equivalently a HamiltoniandLG-manifold on whihthe entral U(1) ats trivially, with moment map 1. Aordingly we de�nea pre-quantum line bundle to be a level k line bundle L! M with invariantonnetion, suh that the Chern form 1(L) is equal to the sympleti formb! and suh that the vertial part of the fundamental vetor �elds is givenby Kostant's formula.
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Example 4.2. The oadjoint orbit LG�� through � 2 A�k is pre-quantizableif and only if � 2 ��k. The pre-quantum line bundle is the assoiated bundledLG �dLG� C (�;1) . If � is a ompat oriented surfae with boundary, themoduli spae M(�) of at G-onnetions by based gauge equivalene ispre-quantizable. (For non-simply onneted groups the situation is moreompliated.)Suppose the moment map b� is proper and � 2 ��k is a quasi-regularvalue. Then M� is a sympleti orbifold with pre-quantum orbifold linebundle L� = (Ljb��1(�) 
 C �(�;1))=dLG�:(Notie that in fat LG� ats on the tensor produt, for the entralU(1) � dLG� ats with weights +1 and �1 on the two fators and heneats trivially on the produt.) Hene the Spin-index �(M�) is de�ned forquasi-regular � 2 ��k. If � is not quasi-regular one an still de�ne �(M�) bya partial desingularization as in [30℄. The olletion of Spin-indies �(M�)is determined by the restrition of the level k harater P�2��k �(M�)�� toT regk+.The main result of the paper is the following loop group analog of Equa-tion (7).Theorem 4.3 (Fixed Point Formula). Suppose (M; b!; b�) is a pre-qu-antized Hamiltonian LG-manifold with proper moment map. For all t 2T regk+,(17) X�2��k �(M�)��(t) = XF�Mt �(�F ; t)Here the right hand side is a sum over omponents of the �xed point set forthe ation of t on M = M=
G, and the �xed point ontributions have theform
(18) �(�F ; t) = �F (t)1=2 ZF bA(F )e12 1(LF )DR (�F ; t) :The terms entering the integral (18) will be explained in Subsetion 4:3 below.Using the orthogonality relations for level k haraters, the Theoremshows that for all � 2 ��k,�(M�) = 1#Tk+ X�2��k ��(t�)jJ(t�)j2 XF�Mt� �(�F ; t�)�:
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The proof of Theorem 4.3 will be given in the �nal Setion of this paper.4.3. The �xed point ontributions.In general, the holonomy manifold M does not arry a naturally induedSpin-struture, even though the expressions (18) resemble the �xed pointontributions of a Spin-Dira operator. Our strategy for de�ning the termsentering (18) is to �rst restrit data on M to a ertain �nite dimensionalsubmanifold eF � M t overing F , and then to show that the restritionsdesend to F itself.Proposition 4.4. Let (M;!;�) be a Hamiltonian G-spae with group val-ued moment map, and (M; b!; b�) the orresponding loop group spae. Lett 2 T reg, and F � M t a onneted omponent of the �xed point set. Let bFbe the pre-image of F under the map M t ! M t, and eF the intersetion ofbF with b��1(t).(a) F is a group-valued Hamiltonian T -spae, with sympleti form !Fand moment map �F the pull-baks of !;�.(b) bF is a (possibly disonneted) Hamiltonian LT -manifold, with 2-formand moment map the pull-baks of b!; b�. It has (F; !F ;�F ) as itsholonomy manifold.() eF is a �nite-dimensional Hamiltonian T -manifold, with 2-form andmoment map the pull-baks of b!; b�. It arries a free sympleti ationof the lattie � whih ommutes with the ation of T . One has F =eF=� as a sympleti T -manifold, and eF = bF=
0T where 
0T is theidentity omponent of 
T .
Proof. We begin by showing that F is sympleti. Sine t is a regularelement, �(F ) � Gt = T . Let m 2 F , g = �(m), and onsider the splittingof the tangent spae TmM = E � g?gwhere E = (dm�)�1(gg) and the seond summand is embedded by thegenerating vetor �elds. By [1, Setion 7℄, the splitting is !-orthogonaland the restrition of ! to E is sympleti. Sine the ation of t on Epreserves the 2-form, the subspae TmF = (TmM)t = Et is sympletias well. This shows that !F is non-degenerate. It is losed sine d!F =
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��F��� = ��F ��T � = 0. The moment map ondition for (F; !F ;�F ) followsfrom that for (M;!;�). This proves (a).Clearly bF is 
T -invariant, and its image under the moment map is on-tained in (Lg�)t = Lt�. Also bF=
T � F . To prove the reverse inlusion,suppose m 2 F . Its pre-image under the map M ! M meets b��1(Lt�).We need to show that any pre-image m̂ 2 b��1(Lt�) is �xed under t. Byde�nition of the ation on M , any pre-image satis�es t � m̂ = g � m̂ for someg 2 
G. By equivariane and sine T ats trivially on Lt�, this meansb�(m̂) = g � b�(m̂). Sine 
G ats freely, we onlude g = e and thereforet � m̂ = m̂. Viewing Lt� ! T as a prinipal 
T -bundle, bF ! F is thepull-bak bundle under the map �F : F ! T . From the onstrutions, itfollows that bF is the Hamiltonian LT -manifold assoiated to F , proving (b).Now view t ! T as a �-prinipal sub-bundle of Lt� ! T . We haveLt�=
0T = t sine every 
0T -orbit in Lt� passes through a unique point int. Then () follows sine bF ! F and eF ! F are pull-bak bundles withrespet to �F : F ! T , and from the fat that the form $ 2 
2(Lg�)vanishes if pulled bak to t � Lt�. �Remark 4.5. By a similar argument, the �xed point set Mg of any groupelement g 2 G is a group valued Hamiltonian Gg-manifold, with the pull-baks of ! and � as 2-form and moment map.Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3, we are now going to explain theingredients of the �xed point ontributions (18). First, we will de�ne a level2(k + ) \Spin" line bundle L := L2 
K�1 ! M , where K�1 is the \anti-anonial line bundle" K�1 for Hamiltonian loop group manifolds [28℄. Aswe will explain, the restrition Lj eF desends to a T2(k+)-equivariant linebundle LF ! F . The element t ats on LF as salar multipliation by someelement �F (t), and we will show how to hoose a square root.To arry out the details, we need the sympleti ross-setion theoremfor Hamiltonian LG-manifolds, f. [30℄. It is an analog of the Guillemin-Sternberg ross-setion theorem [20℄ for ompat groups. For any vertex �of A, let A� � A denote the omplement of the losed fae opposite �. Givenan arbitrary open fae �, de�ne A� to be the intersetion of all A� with � avertex of �. Then the ow-outsU� := LG� � A� � 
1(S1; g) �= Lg�are smooth, �nite dimensional submanifolds, and are slies for points in�. The maps LG �LG� U� ! Lg� are embeddings as open subsets andtheir images form an open over. The ross-setion theorem states that the
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pre-images Y� = b��1(U�) are LG�-invariant, �nite dimensional sympletisubmanifolds, and are Hamiltonian dLG�-manifolds with the restrition b��of b� as a moment map. (The entral irle U(1) � dLG� ats trivially,with moment map 1.) If L ! M is a pre-quantum line bundle, it restritsto an dLG�-equivariant pre-quantum line bundle for Y�. In analogy to the�nite dimensional setting, we de�ne a \Spin"-line bundle L ! M as atensor-produt of L2 with an anti-anonial line bundle K�1 ! M . Thenotion of anti-anonial line bundle for Hamiltonian loop group manifoldswas introdued in [28℄. K�1 is a level 2 line bundle with the property thatfor eah ross-setion Y�, there is an dLG(2)� -equivariant isomorphism(19) K�1jY� �= K�1� 
 C 2(���� ;)where K� is the anonial line bundle for Y�. Here we are using that sine� = B℄(� � ��) is ontained in �, the weight 2(� � ��; ) de�nes a 1-dimensional representation of dLG(2)� . The onditions (19) are onsistentbeause for � � � , there is an LG� -equivariant isomorphismK�1� jY� = K�1� 
 C 2(�����):Assume t 2 T reg and let F �M t be a onneted omponent of the �xedpoint set. By part () of Proposition 4.1, the ation of dLG(2(k+)) restritsto an ation of T2(k+) � b�(2(k+)), and furthermore by part (a) the entralextension b�(2(k+)) is trivial. Choosing any trivialization (by hoosing liftsgenerators of �), we obtain a T2(k+)-equivariant line bundle LF ! F , bysetting LF := Lj eF =�.Suppose now that t 2 T regk+ and let �F (t) be the eigenvalue for the ationon LF . We show how to speify a square root �F (t)1=2. Let� eF (t); � eF (t); � eF (t) : eF ! U(1)be the (loally onstant) eigenvalues for the ation of t on Lj eF ; Lj eF ; Kj eF ,respetively. Then � eF (t) = � eF (t)2� eF (t)�1. In order to de�ne the squareroot of � eF (t) we need to de�ne the square root � eF (t)�1=2. Given a fae � ofA and w 2Wa� let Yw� := g � Y�, where g 2 NG(T )n� � LG represents w.It is a �nite dimensional sympleti submanifold, invariant under the ationof LGw� := Adg(LG�). Thenb��1(t) � [��A [w2Wa� Yw�
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so that the intersetions Yw� \ eF over eF . By (19), if �w�eF (t)�1 is theeigenvalue for the ation on the anti-anonial line bundle for Yw�,� eF (t)�1���Yw�\ eF = �w�eF (t)�1 t2w(����)where w(����) is de�ned using the level  ation of Wa� . As in Setion 2.3we an de�ne the square root of �w�eF (t)�1.Lemma 4.6. There exists a unique loally onstant U(1)-valued funtion� eF (t)�1=2 on eF suh that(20) � eF (t)�1=2���Yw�\ eF = (�1)�(w;�)+l(w)�w�eF (t)�1=2e2�ihw(����);vi:Here v 2 t is the unique vetor in W �A with exp(v) = t, l(w) is the length ofw, and �(w; �) is the number of positive roots � 2 R+;� of G� (f. Setion3:1) suh that hw1�; vi < 0, where w1 2 W is the image of w under thequotient map Wa� !W . Under the ation of � 2 �,��� ~F (t)�1=2 = tB[(�)� ~F (t)�1=2:
Proof. Note �rst of all that the right hand side of (20) is well-de�ned. Indeed,if w is replaed by w0 with w� = w0�, the fator e2�ihw(����);vi does nothange beause � � �� 2 B[(�) is �xed under the level  ation of anyelement of Wa� �xing �, and l(w) + �(w; �) hanges by an even number.Given faes � � � of the alove and any w 2 Wa� , the sympleti normalbundle of Yw� inside Yw� is T � LG-equivariantly isomorphi to g�=g� , withT ating via the isomorphism w�11 : T ! T indued by w1. Using the signonvention from Setion 2.3, the square root of the eigenvalue for the ationof t = exp(v) on g�=t is given by (�1)�(w;�)e2�ih��;w�11 vi, and similarly forthe ation on g�=t. Therefore,(�1)�(w;�)�w�~F ( ~m; t)�1=2 = (�1)�(w;�)�w�~F ( ~m; t)�1=2e2�ihw1(�� )�w1(��);vi:Sine w1(�� ) � w1(��) = �w(� � �� ) + w(� � ��), we have shown that theright hand sides of equation (20) path together to a well-de�ned loallyonstant funtion on eF .The ation of � 2 � � Wa� amounts to replaing w by � � w. Thisdoes not hange �(w; �), and hanges l(w) by an even number. The fatore2�ihw(����);vi hanges by tB[(�). �
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Using Lemma 4.6, we de�ne� eF (t)1=2 := � eF (t)� eF (t)�1=2:Under the ation of � 2 � it transforms aording to ��� eF (t)1=2 =tB[+k(�) � eF (t)1=2: But tB[+k(�) = 1 sine t 2 Tk+. Hene � eF (t)1=2 is atu-ally a onstant, whih de�nes �F (t)1=2.Remark 4.7. The following speial ase of the de�nition will be used inour appliations to Verlinde formulas. Suppose that F ontains a point m 2��1(e), and let ~m 2 eF be the unique point in the zero level set mapping tom.Then the tangent spae TmM is sympleti, and the quotient map M !Mindues a t-equivariant isomorphism of sympleti vetor spaes, T ~mYf0g �=TmM . Hene, hoosing any t-invariant ompatible omplex struture onTmM and letting A(t) 2 AutC (TmM) denote the ation of t,(21) � eF (t; ~m)�1=2 = detC (A(t)1=2):If we know in addition that t ats trivially on the �ber L ~m (e.g., if t is inthe identity omponent of LG ~m), we obtain(22) �F (t)1=2 = detC (A(t)1=2)with no expliit referene to the loop group spae.4.4. Alternative version of the �xed point expressions.The expression for the �xed point ontribution of t 2 T regk+ simpli�es if forsome � � A, �(F ) �W � exp(A�):LetW� be the Weyl group of G�, that is, the subgroup ofW �xing exp(�) �T . The onneted omponents of W � exp(A�) are W -translates of W� �exp(A�). Let w 2W be suh that w(W� exp(A�)) ontains �(F ). ThedLG-equivariant pre-quantum bundle on M restrits to a pre-quantum bundle forthe Hamiltonian T -ation on Yw�, where T is embedded in dLG using (16).Proposition 4.8. The �xed point ontribution �(�F ; t) is related to the �xedpoint ontribution �(�w�F ; t) for the Hamiltonian T -spae Y w� (de�ned using(3) or (4)) by �(�F ; t) = �(�w�F ; t)DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) :In partiular, if � = f0g, we have �(�F ; t) = �(��F ; t).
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Proof. The projetion map M ! M restrits to an equivariant di�eomor-phism eF \ Yw� ! F . Let Lw� be Spin-line bundle orresponding to Yw�.Then Lw�j eF �= LF 
 C 2w(���� ):The normal bundle of F in M splits T -equivariantly into the normal bundle�w�F in Yw� and the onstant bundle g=g�. Using DR (g=g�; t)DR (g�=t; t) =DR (g=t; t) we obtain,DR (�F ; t) = DR (�w�F ; t) DR (g=t; t)DR (g�=t; t) :Let �w�F (t)1=2 2 U(1) be the square root for the ation on Lw�. We have�F (t)1=2DR (�F ; t) = �w�F (t)1=2DR (�w�F ; t)(�1)�(w;�)+l(w) e2�ihw(����);viDR (g�=t; t)DR (g=t; t)= �w�F (t)1=2DR (�w�F ; t)DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) : �5. Verlinde formula.5.1. The moduli spae of at onnetions.We begin with a brief review of the gauge theory onstrution of modulispaes of at onnetions. More details an be found in [2℄, [30℄, and [14℄.Let � = �rh denote a ompat, onneted, oriented surfae of genus h withr boundary omponents. Given a ompat, onneted, simply-onnetedLie group G, let A(�) = 
1(�; g) be the aÆne spae of onnetions onthe trivial G-bundle over �, equipped with the ation of G(�) by gaugetransformations(23) g � A = Adg(A)� g��R;where �R is the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan form. Let G�(�) � G(�)be the kernel of the restrition map G(�) ! G(��). Sine G is simplyonneted, the restrition map is surjetive, and therefore G(�)=G�(�) �=G(��). We de�ne(24) M(�) := Aat(�)=G�(�);
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the moduli spae of at G-onnetions under based gauge equivalene. If�� 6= ;, it is a smooth G(��)-equivariant Banah manifold. Pull-bak ofonnetions to the boundary indues a map,b� : M(�)! 
1(��; g):The map b� is smooth and proper, and is equivariant for the gauge ationof G(��). Let B = Bk be an invariant inner produt on g, with kj 2 Z>0 .A sympleti form on A(�) is given by the integration pairing of 1-forms(a1; a2) 7! R�B(a1 ^ a2): As observed by Atiyah-Bott [2℄, the ation ofG�(�) is Hamiltonian, with moment map the urvature. Hene (24) is asympleti quotient and M(�) inherits a sympleti 2-form b!. Moreover,the residual ation of G(��) on M(�) is Hamiltonian with moment mapb�, using the pairing of 
1(��; g) and 
0(��; g) given by the inner produtand integration over ��. A hoie of parametrization of the boundary �� =(S1)r indues isomorphismsG(��) �= LGr; 
1(��; g) �= 
1(S1; gr):Thus (M(�); b!; b�) is an example of a Hamiltonian LGr-manifold withproper moment map. For any � = (�1; : : : ; �r) 2 L(gr)�, the symple-ti quotient M(�)� is the moduli spae of at onnetions for whih theholonomy around the jth boundary omponent is ontained in the onju-gay lass of Hol(�j). This also overs the ase without boundary, sineM(�0h) =M(�1h)0.Oasionally we will also use the notationM(�; G), in order to indiatethe struture group. The deomposition into simple fatorsG = G1�� � ��Gsde�nes a deomposition of the loop group LG = LG1 � � � � � LGs, and themoduli spae is the diret produtM(�; G) =M(�; G1)� � � � �M(�; Gs):5.2. Pre-quantization of the moduli spae.The spae M(�) is pre-quantizable at integer level, that is if all ki areintegers (see e.g., Setion 3.3. of [30℄ or [17℄). For later use, we reall theonstrution of the pre-quantum line bundle. The entral extension bG(�) ofG(�) is de�ned by the oyle
(25) (g1; g2) = exp�i� Z�B(g�1�L; g�2�R)� :
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The group bG(�) ats on the trivial line bundle over A(�) by
(26) (g; z) � (A;w) = �g � A; exp��i� Z�B(g��L; A)� zw� :The 1-form a 7! 12 R�B(A; a) on A(�) de�nes an invariant pre-quantumonnetion. A trivialization of bG(�) over the subgroup G�(�) is given bythe map
(27) � : G�(�)! U(1); �(g) = exp 2�iZ��[0;1℄ g��! :
Here � is the anonial 3-form on G, and g 2 G(�� [0; 1℄) is any extensionsuh that g = g on � � f0g and g = e on (� � f1g) [ (�� � [0; 1℄). Themap � is well-de�ned and satis�es the oboundary ondition �(g1g2) =�(g1)�(g2)(g1; g2). One de�nes the pre-quantum line bundle as a quotientL(�) = (Aat(�) � C )=G� (�); it omes equipped with an ation of dLG =bG(�)=G�(�).Our �xed point formula gives a formula for the Spin-index �(M(�)�).To apply the �xed point formula we have to (i) desribe the holonomy man-ifold M(�) := M(�)=
Gr, (ii) determine the �xed point manifolds forelements (t�1 ; : : : ; t�r), and (iii) evaluate the �xed point data. These stepswill be arried out in the subsequent setions.5.3. Holonomy manifolds.The holonomy manifold M(�) := M(�)=
Gr an be interpreted as themoduli spae of at onnetionsM(�) = Aat(�)=fg 2 G(�)j g(p1) = : : : = g(pr) = egwhere p1; : : : ; pr are the base points on the boundary irles. The group-valued moment map � : M(�) ! Gr takes an equivalene lass of atonnetions to its holonomies around the boundary irles. The 2-form !has the following expliit desription (see [1, Setion 9℄.) We begin with thease of a 2-holed sphere �20. The surfae �20 is obtained from a 4-gon byidentifying the sides aording to the word D1AD2A�1. Parallel transportalong the paths A and A�1D1 de�nes a di�eomorphismM(�20) = G�G:
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The G2-ation is given by(28) (g1; g2) � (a; b) = (g1ag�12 ; g2bg�11 ):The moment map is(29) �(a; b) = (ab; a�1b�1)and the 2-form is given by(30) ! = 12�B(a��L; b��R) +B(a��R; b��L)�:The holonomy manifolds for the general ase � = �rh are obtained fromM(�20) by fusion, whih we reall in Appendix C. First, the moduli spaeM(�11) for the 1-puntured torus isM(�11) =M(�20)fus �= G2:The G-ation is onjugation on eah fator and the moment map is the Liegroup ommutator �(a; b) = [a; b℄ = aba�1b�1. The moduli spae for thesurfae of genus h with 1 boundary omponent is an h-fold fusion produtM(�1h) =M(�11)~ : : :~M(�11) = G2h:G ats by onjugation on eah fator, and the moment map is a produt ofLie group ommutators. The moduli spae for the r-holed sphere �r0 is an(r � 1)-fold fusion produtM(�r0) =M(�20)~ : : : ~M(�20) = G2(r�1)where we fuse with respet to the �rst G-fator for eah G2-spae M(�20).Finally, the moduli spae for �rh isM(�rh) =M(�1h)~M(�r0) = G2(h+r�1):5.4. The �xed point sets.The �xed point sets for the ation on the holonomy manifold are sympletitori:Proposition 5.1. The �xed point set for the ation of (t�1 ; : : : ; t�r) onM(�rh) = G2(h+r�1) is empty unless �1 = : : : = �r =: �, andM(�rh)(t�;:::;t�) = F := T 2(h+r�1):
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Proof. Sine M(�rh) is obtained from a diret produt of h+ r� 1 opies ofM(�20) by passing to diagonal ations for some of the G-fators, it suÆesto prove Proposition 5.1 for �20. By (28), an element (a; b) 2M(�20) is �xedby (t�1 ; t�2) if and only if(31) t�1 = Ada t�2 ; t�2 = Adb t�1 :Both t�1 and t�2 belong to the exponential of the alove exp(A). Sine eahonjugay lass meet exp(A) only one, (31) holds if and only if �1 = �2. �Notie that the �xed point set is independent of �; in fat, F is �xed bythe full diagonal torus T � Gr.5.5. Evaluation of the �xed point ontributions.Let � = �rh and � = (�1; : : : ; �r) with �j 2 ��k. By Theorem 4.3, theSpin-index is given by the formula
(32) �(M(�)�) = 1(#Tk+)r X�2��k ��1(t�) � � ���r(t�) jJ(t�)j2r�(�F ; t�)�:Here we abbreviated (t�; : : : ; t�) to t�, viewing T as diagonally embeddedinto Gr. For the alulation of the �xed point ontribution

�(�F ; t�) = �F (t�)1=2 ZF Â(F )e12 1(LF )DR (�F ; t�) ;
note �rst of all that(33) Â(F ) = 1sine F is a torus. Furthermore, sine the normal bundle �F is T -equivariantly isomorphi to (g=t)2(h+r�1), we have(34) DR (�F ; t�) = J(t�)2(h+r�1) = (�1)(h+r�1)#RjJ(t�)j2(h+r�1):It remains to work out the integral RF exp(121(LF )) and to alulate thephase fator �F (t�)1=2.Proposition 5.2. The integral of exp(121(LF )) over F equals (#Tk+)h+r�1:
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Proof. The line bundle L = L(�)2 
 K�1 is dLGr-equivariant at levels2(k + ); : : : ; 2(k + ). Sine M(�) arries up to isomorphism a uniqueline bundle at every level [29, 3.12℄, it follows that L is the pre-quantum linebundle for the sympleti struture de�ned by B2(k+). Hene LF is a pre-quantum line bundle for the orresponding sympleti struture on F , andRF exp(121(LF )) is the sympleti volume VolBk+(F ) for the 2-form de�nedusing Bk+. We laim that the sympleti volume oinides with the Rie-mannian volume, whih will omplete the proof sine VolBk+(T 2) = #Tk+(see e.g., Beauville [7, Remark 9.9℄, Bismut-Labourie [10, Prop. 1.2, 1.3℄).By our desription of M(�rh) as a fusion produt, the �xed point manifoldF = F (�rh) is obtained from the �xed point manifold F (�20) (viewed as agroup valued Hamiltonian T 2-spae) by fusion: F (�11) = F (�20)fus andF (�rh) = F (�11)~ � � � ~ F (�11)~ F (�20)~ � � � ~ F (�20);with h fators F (�11) and (r � 1) fators F (�20). Lemma C.2 from Ap-pendix C says that the sympleti volume of group valued Hamiltoniantorus spaes does not hange under fusion. Hene VolBk+(F (�rh)) =VolBk+(F (�20))h+r�1. Finally, the expression (30) for the 2-form on M(�20)shows that VolBk+(F (�20)) oinides with the Riemannian volume of T 2with respet to Bk+. �Proposition 5.3. The phase fator is given by �F (t�)1=2=(�1)(h+r�1)#R+:
Proof. The point m = (e; : : : ; e) 2 F lies in identity level set of �, and itsstabilizer in Gr is the image of the diagonal embedding of G. The 2-form! restrits to a sympleti form on the tangent spae E = TmM(�). Thefator �F (t�)1=2 2 U(1) may be omputed using (22).We �rst apply this reipe for the 2-holed sphere �20, so that E =TmM(�20) = g � g. Formula (30) shows that !m is the standard 2-formon g � g, given by the inner produt B. A ompatible omplex strutureis given by the endomorphism (�; �) 7! (��; �). Thus, as a omplex G-representation E is just the omplexi�ation E = gC . It follows that theeigenvalues of A (other than 1) ome in omplex onjugate pairsei�j ; e�i�j ; 0 < �j � �=2;and the orresponding eigenvalues of A1=2 are ei�j=2 and ei��i�j=2 =�e�i�j=2. Hene �F (t�)1=2 = (�1)#R+ :
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Now onsider the ase r � 1; h arbitrary. The tangent spae isTmM(�rh) = (g � g)h+r�1, but beause of the fusion terms the sympletiform is not the standard sympleti form de�ned by the inner produt on g.However, by Appendix C, Lemma C.3 it is equivariantly and sympletiallyisotopi to the standard sympleti form. Sine the phase fator �F (t�)1=2is a root of unity, it is invariant under equivariant sympleti isotopies, andwe onlude as before that �F (t�)1=2 = (�1)(h+r�1)#R+ . �We onlude that the �xed point integral is given by

(35) �(�F ; t�) = � #Tk+jJ(t�)j2�h+r�15.6. Verlinde formula.From (35) and (32) we obtain:Theorem 5.4 (Verlinde Formula). Let G be a simply onneted Liegroup and k a given integral level. The Spin-index of the moduli spaeof at onnetions on �rh at level k, with markings � = (�1; : : : ; �r) 2 (��k)ris given by the formula(36) �(M(�rh)�) = (#Tk+)h�1 X�2��k jJ(t�)j2�2h��1(t�) � � ���r(t�):Remarks 5.5. (a) Theorem (5.4) also overs the ase without boundary,sine M(�0h) =M(�1h; 0). One obtains�(M(�0h)) = (#Tk+)h�1 X�2��k jJ(t�)j2�2h:(b) For the two-holed sphere �20, formula (36) simpli�es by the orthogonal-ity relations for level k haraters, and gives �(M(�20)�1;�2) = Æ�1;��2 .() In Bismut-Labourie [10℄ the Spin-indies �(M(�rh)�) are omputedby diret appliation of the Kawasaki-Riemann-Roh formula to theredued spaes. Their approah involves a desription of all orbifoldstrata of the redued spae. The equality with the above sum overlevel k weights is non-trivial; it is established in [10℄ for suÆientlyhigh level k.
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(d) Theorem 5.4 gives a formula for a Spin-index rather than the dimen-sion of a spae of holomorphi setions. Vanishing results for higherohomology groups have reently been proved by Teleman [35, Setion8℄.A more involved omputation leads to a formula for semi-simple, om-pat, onneted groups whih need not be simply onneted, for the ase ofa single boundary omponent r = 1. An interesting feature of our approahis that we obtain a formula for eah onneted omponent of the modulispae of at bundles. We will state the result without proof. Let G0 = G=�,where G is simply onneted and � � Z(G) is a subgroup of the enter Z(G)of G. For j = 1; : : : ; s, let �j � Gj be the image of � under projetion tothe jth simple fator. LetM 0(�1h) =M(�1h)=�2h = G2h=�2h = (G0)2h:The produt of ommutators, � : M(�1h) = G2h ! G is invariant under theation of �2h and desends to the G-valued moment map �0 : M 0(�1h)! G.For any g0 2 G0, the moduli spae of at G0-onnetions with holonomyonjugate to g0 is a disjoint union of sympleti quotients M 0(�)g whereg varies over all pre-images of g0 in G. The redued spaes at entral el-ements  2 � � G may also be interpreted as moduli spaes of at on-netions on the G0-bundle over �0h, with topologial type given by . Letk = (k1; : : : ; ks), where eah kj is a positive multiple of the greatest ommondivisor of j and #�2j . Then there exists a pre-quantum line bundle at levelk, determined by a hoie of harater � 2 Hom(�2h;U(1)), and for any� 2 ��k, the Spin-index of the sympleti quotient M0(�)� at � is given bythe formula,(37) �(M0(�)�) = (#Tk+)h�1#�2h X�2��k �(�; �) #�2h�jJ(t�)j2h�2 ��(t�)�:

Here �(�; �) = 1 if � restrits to the trivial homomorphism on �2h� , and0 otherwise. The sum over omponents leads to a simpler formula, whihinvolves only a sum over weights orresponding to haraters of G0. In thease G0 = PSU(p) (37) redues to formulas of Pantev [31℄ (p = 2), andBeauville [8℄ (p � 3 prime).6. Proof of the �xed point formula.Our proof of the �xed point formula proeeds in two stages. First, weshow that in ase M admits a global ross-setion, the formula follows from
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the \quantization ommutes with redution theorem" applied to the ross-setion. In a seond step we redue to this ase using the method of sym-pleti utting. 6.1. An identity for level k haraters.Let g be equipped with inner produt B = Bk where k 2 (Z>0)s. We willneed a Lemma expressing the restritions of irreduible level k haratersof G to the group Tk+, in terms of haraters of entral extensions bG� ofG� obtained as the pull-bak of dLG(k) by the map G� �= LG� (f. (9)).For � � � we have embeddings bG� � bG�, in partiular every bG� ontainsbT as a maximal torus. Let bT = T � U(1) be the trivialization obtained byrestriting the trivialization (16). In terms of the orresponding splittingbt� = t� � R , the ation of W� on bt� reads(38) w1 � (�; �) = (w1�+ �B[(� � w1�); �)and a positive Weyl hamber for bG� is given bybt��;+ = (t��;+ � f0g) + R � (B[(�); 1):For any level k weight � 2 ��k, the weight (�; 1) 2 �� � Z is ontained inthe positive Weyl hamber for bG�, and hene parametrizes an irreduiblerepresentation. Consider the restrition of its harater ��;� 2 C1( bG�) toTk+ � T � bT � bG�:We identify W=W� with the set of all w 2W suh that w(t+) � t+;�. Everyelement in W an be uniquely written in the form ww1 with w 2 W=W�and w1 2W�.Lemma 6.1. For all t 2 Tk+, and all � 2 ��k,��(t) = Xw2W=W� ��;�(w�1t)DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) :
Proof. By the Weyl harater formula,��(t) = Xw2W=W� Xw12W�(�1)l(ww1) tww1(�+�)��DC (g=t; t)

= Xw2W=W�
Pw12W�(�1)l(w1)(w�1t)w1(�+�)��DC (g=t; w�1t) :
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Given t 2W=W� let t1 = w�1t. We laim that the sum over W� is justDC (g�=t; t1)��;�(t1) = Xw12W�(�1)l(w1)tw1(�+�� ;1)�(�� ;0)1 :
Indeed, by (38) and sine �� = ��B[(�), we havew1(�+ ��; 1)� (��; 0) = (w1(�+ �)� �+B[k+(� � w1�); 1):But tB[k+(��w1�)1 = 1 sine t1 2 Tk+. Hene tw1(�+�� ;1)�(�� ;0)1 =tw1(�+�)��1 ; proving the laim. �6.2. Proof in ase of a global ross-setion.We now explain the proof of Theorem 4.3 in the speial ase where (M; b!; b�)admits a global ross-setion. That is, we make the assumption that forsome fae � of the alove, the moment polytope is ontained in A�. As aonsequene M = LG�LG� Y�:Using the identi�ationdLG� �= bG�, we view Y� as a Hamiltonian bG�-spae.Clearly, M� = (Y�)� for all � 2 ��k. Using Lemma 6.1 and the \quantizationommutes with redution" priniple (Theorem 2.1),X�2��k �(M�)��(t) = X�2��k �((Y�)�) Xw2W=W� ��;�(w�1t)DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t)= Xw2W=W� �(Y�; w�1t)DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) :Theorem 4.3 now follows by an appliation of the �xed point formula to Y�,and using Proposition 4.8 for the �xed point ontributions.6.3. Proof in the general ase.Our proof of Theorem 4.3 in the general ase is an appliation of sympletiutting, reviewed in Appendix B.Denote by 	 : M ! A the omposition of the map � : M ! G withthe quotient map G ! G=Ad(G) = A. For suitable polytopes Q � t, theut spaes MQ will be obtained by ollapsing the boundary of 	�1(Q) in aertain way. The polytopes Q are de�ned as follows.
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Pik a rational point � 2 � 
Z Q in the interior of the alove, and let� 2 Q with 0 < � < 1. For any fae � of A, let Q = Q� be the onvex hullof all onjugates of (1 � �)� + �� � A under the aÆne ation of W�. (SeeFigure 1). The polytope Q is simpliial; hoose integral labels as in B.1.Notie that Q \ A � A� for all � � �.

Figure 1: The polytopes Q� for G2. The bold-faed line indiates the bound-ary of the Weyl alove A.The polytope Q = Q� will be alled �-admissible if it is b��-admissible(f. Appendix B.2) for Y�. It is then also b�� -admissible for Y� for eah � � �.The ut spaes satisfy (Y�)Q = G� �G� (Y� )Q, so that the orbifold MQ :=G�G� (Y� )Q is independent of the hoie of � with � � �. There is a naturalmap 	�1(Q) ! MQ whih is a di�eomorphism over 	�1(int(Q)). Moregenerally, for Q a fae of Q� we let (Y� )Q be the orresponding sympletisub-orbifold of (Y� )Q� , and MQ := G �G� (Y� )Q is a sub-orbifold of MQ� .Guided by Lemma 6.1 we de�ne, for t 2 Tk+,
�(MQ; t) := Xw2W=W� DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) �((Y� )Q; w�1t);

whih again is independent of the hoie of � .Let Q be the olletion of all Q�, along with their onjugates under theation of the aÆne Weyl group Wa� . By a generi hoie of �; �, we anassume that all Q = Q� are �-admissible. Let eQ be the set of all polytopesQ 2 Q, and all of their losed faes. The following observation is our startingpoint for the proof of Theorem 4.3.
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Lemma 6.2. For all t 2 T regk+,(39) �(M; t) = XQ2 eQ(�1)odimQ�(MQ; t):
Proof. For all � 2 ��k \ Q, with Q \ A � A� we have ((Y�)Q)� = M�.Hene, \quantization ommutes with redution" (Theorem 2.1) togetherwith Lemma 6.1 shows that�(MQ; t) = X�2��k\Q�(M�)��(t):Let 1Q be the harateristi funtion of Q. Using the Euler formulaXQ2 ~Q(�1)odimQ1Q(�) = 1;
the alternating sum over �(MQ; t) equals P�2��k �(M�)��(t). �The orbifold version of the �xed point formula, Theorem A.2 in AppendixA, expresses all indies �((Y�)Q; t), and therefore all �(MQ; t), as a sumover �xed point ontributions. Our aim is to identify this sum with thesum over �xed point ontributions PF�Mt �(�F ; t). To obtain the requiredgluing formula, we would like to loalize further to the �xed point set of themaximal torus T � G. However, a problem arises beause the T2(k+)-ationon LF ! F need not extend to a T -ation. Over eah F \Y� suh a T -ationan be introdued by hoie of a moment map, however the loal T -ationsobtained in this way do not �t together in general.In order to get around this problem, we proeed as in [30, Appendix A℄and onsider a seond olletion S = fSg of integral labeled polytopes in t.The polytopes in S are onstruted just like those in Q, but with � replaedby some �0 > �. By a generi hoie of �; �; �0 we may assume that all S 2 Sand all intersetions S \ Q with S 2 S and Q 2 Q are admissible. GivenS 2 S and t 2 T regk+, we de�ne�S(M; t) = XF�Mt �S(�F ; t);where �S(�F ; t) is de�ned by an integral similar to �(�F ; t) (f. (18)), butintegrating only over the subset F \	�1(S):

�S(�F ; t) := �F (t)1=2 ZF\	�1(S) bA(F )e12 1(LF )DR (�F ; t) :
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Lemma 6.3. For all S 2 S, the integral �S(�F ; t) is independent of thehoies of di�erential form representatives bA(F ), 1(LF ) and DR (�F ; t), pro-vided these are hosen in suh a way that for eah boundary fae R � S, thepull-bak of the form to F \	�1(R) is TR-basi. We have(40) �(�F ; t) =XS2S �S(�F ; t):
Proof. The �rst part follows by observing that the integral an be re-writtenas an integral over the ut spae FS � MS of F , that is over the image ofF \	�1(S) in MS = 	�1(S)= �:

�S(�F ; t) = �F (t)1=2 ZF\	�1(S) bA(F )e121(LF )DR (�F ; t)= �F (t)1=2 ZFS bA((TF )S)e12 1((LF )S)DR ((�F )S ; t) :
Here (TF )S = TF jF\	�1(S)= � is the \ut" of TF as explained in AppendixB.2, and similarly for (�F )S and (LF )S. Formula (40) is expressing theintegral over F as a sum of integrals over all piees F \ 	�1(S) in thedeomposition. �The integrals �S(�F ; t) an be re-written in terms of ross-setions Y�.As above, we identify Y� � M with its image under the map M !M , andinterpret Y� as a Hamiltonian bG� �= dLG�-spae. Let 	� : Y� ! A be therestrition of 	. It an be identi�ed with the omposition of the momentmap b�� with the projetion map bg�� ! bt�+ � A � f1g. The intersetionY� \	�1� (S) is ompat, and we an de�ne�S(Y�; t) = XF�(Y�)t �S(��F ; t);with �S(��F ; t) = �F (t)ZF\	�1� (S) Td(F )e1(L� jF )DC (��F ; t) ;where ��F is the normal bundle of F in Y�. As in Lemma 6.3, the integral doesnot depend on representatives for Td(F ), 1(L�jF ) and DC (��F ; t), provided
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for eah open fae R � S the pull-baks to 	�1� (R) \ F desend to thequotient by TR. Following the argument in Setion 4.4, we have�S(�F ; t) = Xw2W=W� DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) �S(��F ; w�1t);hene �S(M; t) = Xw2W=W� DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) �S(Y�; w�1t):Over Y�, we have a Hamiltonian T -ation with T -equivariant pre-qu-antum line bundle. Hene �S(Y�; w�1t) an be written as a limit of�S(Y�; w�1(t exp �)) as � 2 t approahes 0, and by the Berline-Vergne for-mula the integral de�ning �S(Y�; w�1(t exp �)) loalizes to the �xed pointset of T . The details of this approah are given in Appendix B. In partiu-lar Proposition B.1 allows us to re-write �S(Y�; w�1t) as an alternating sumover the orresponding terms for the ut spaes (Y�)Q:(41) �S(Y�; w�1t) = XQ2 ~Q(�1)odimQ�S((Y�)Q; w�1t):
From (41) we obtain,XF�Mt �(�F ; t) =XS2S �S(M; t)

= XS2S XQ2 ~Q(�1)odimQ0� Xw2W=W� DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) �S((Y�)Q; w�1t)
1A

= XQ2 ~Q(�1)odimQ0� Xw2W=W� DC (g�=t; w�1t)DC (g=t; w�1t) �((Y�)Q; w�1t)
1A

= XQ2 ~Q(�1)odimQ�(MQ; t)= �(M; t):This ompletes the proof of Theorem 4.3.A. The equivariant index theorem for orbifolds.The equivariant version of Kawasaki's index theorem for orbifolds is due toM. Vergne [38℄. A good referene is Chapter 14 in Duistermaat's book [15℄;
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more information an be found in [26, Setion 3℄. We follow the onventionsfor the de�nition of a G-orbifold M as given in [15℄.The Kawasaki-Vergne formula expresses the equivariant index as an inte-gral over onneted omponents of a ertain orbifold ~Mg. There is a naturalsurjetion from ~Mg onto the �xed point set Mg of g, the latter however isnot in general a sub-orbifold of M :Example A.1. Let G = S1 at on C 2 by ei� � (z1; z2) = (ei�z1; e2i�z2), andlet Z2 at by (z1; z2) 7! �(z1; z2). The G-ation desends to M = C 2=Z2 .The �xed point set of g = ei� 2 G is Mg = f(z1; z2)j z1z2 = 0g=Z2 , whih isnot a sub-orbifold of M .Given m 2Mg, let (V;�; p) be a loal orbifold hart around m. Thus Vis an open subset of R n , � a �nite group ating on V , and p : V=�! M ahomeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of m. The ation of g on V=�orresponds to some ation on V , together with an automorphism � of �suh that suh that  � g � x = g � �() � x for all x 2 V;  2 �. Let � at on~V g := a2�V g � fg
by 1 � (x; ) = (1x; 1�(1)�1). The orbifold ~Mg is obtained by gluingtogether the orbifolds gV=�g := ~V g=�. Usually it has a number of onnetedomponents of di�erent dimensions. The natural maps ~V g ! V desend tosurjetive maps gV=�g ! (V=�)g, whih path together to a surjetive map~Mg !Mg. In our appliations, the groups � are abelian and the automor-phism � is trivial. In Example A.1, ~Mg has two onneted omponents:~Mg = f(z1; z2)jz2 = 0g=Z2 t f(z1; z2)jz1 = 0g=Z2 :Suppose now that (M;!;�) is a Hamiltonian G-orbifold. Then all onnetedomponents of ~Mg are sympleti manifolds, with sympleti form the pull-bak of ! under the map ~Mg ! M . If M arries a G-equivariant pre-quantum line bundle L ! M then its pull-bak ~L ! ~Mg is a pre-quantumline bundle for this sympleti struture. Loal harts for ~L are obtainedfrom orbifold harts (V;�; p) for M . In any suh hart, L is given by a�-equivariant pre-quantum line bundle LV ! V , and the pull-bak L~V g to~V g is a �-equivariant line bundle, de�ning loal harts for ~L.At any point (v; ) 2 ~V g, g ats on the �ber over (v; ). The weight forthis ation depends only on the onneted omponent eF of ~Mg ontaining(v; ), and will be denoted � eF (g) 2 U(1).
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For any onneted omponent eF , let d eF denote itsmultipliity, that is thenumber of elements in the orbifold isotropy group for a point in its smoothpart. Let � eF ! eF be the normal bundle for the immersion eF !M . In loalorbifold harts ~V g, it is given as the normal bundle �~V g of ~V g in V ��. Again,its �ber at (v; ) arries an ation of g. We let ~DC (� eF ; g) 2 
( eF ) be thedi�erential form given in loal harts by DC (�~V g ;  g), using the de�nitionof DC given in Setion 2.3. Finally, we an state the �xed point theorem forthis partiular ase:

Theorem A.2 (Vergne). Let (M;!;�) be a pre-quantized HamiltonianG-orbifold. For any g 2 G, the following �xed point formula holds:(40) �(M; g) = XeF� ~Mg �(� eF ; g)where
(41) �(� eF ; g) = 1d eF Z eF Td( eF )Ch(~L)~DC (� eF ; g) � eF (g):

We will also need a slightly more general version, expressing the index�(M; g e�) where � is a suÆiently small element in the Lie algebra of theentralizer of g. Let Ch(~L; �) and Td( eF; �) and ~DC (� eF ; g; �) denote theequivariant extensions, de�ned by replaing urvatures by equivariant ur-vatures in the de�nitions. (See e.g. the book [9℄). Then Vergne in [38℄proves the more general formula �(M; g e�) =P eF� ~Mg �(� eF ; g; �) with
(42) �(� eF ; g; �) = 1d eF Z eF Td( eF; �)Ch(~L; �)~DC (� eF ; g; �) � eF (g):

B. Sympleti Cutting.In this Setion we explain the non-abelian version of Lerman's tehniqueof sympleti utting. In a nutshell, the method assoiates to any om-pat Hamiltonian G-spae (M;!;�), and ertain \�-admissible" poly-topes Q � t�, a Hamiltonian G-orbifold (MQ; !Q;�Q) with moment poly-tope �Q(MQ) \ t�+ = �(M) \ t�+ \ Q. The spae MQ is obtained fromG � ��1(Q \ t�+) �M by ollapsing the boundary in a ertain way.
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B.1. Labeled Polytopes.Let T be a torus, with lattie � � t. A (rational) polyhedron Q � t� is a�nite intersetion of half spaes

Q = N\j=1 f� 2 t�j h�; vji � rjg;
where N is the number of odimension 1 faes, vj 2 � are non-zero lattievetors and rj 2 R . Compat polyhedra will be alled polytopes. Q isalled simpliial if for all � 2 Q, the vetors vj for whih h�; vji = rj arelinearly independent. Following [25℄, we de�ne a labeled polyhedron to be apolyhedron Q � t� with a hoie of inward pointing normal vetors vj 2 �for eah odimension 1 fae. From Q and the labels vj one reovers thede�ning inequalities h�; vji � rj . We all a labeled polyhedron integral if allrj 2 Z. Note this does not imply that the verties of Q are integral.Assoiated to any odimension k fae S of a simpliial labeled polyhe-dron Q is a k-dimensional sub-torus TS � T , with Lie algebra tS the spaeorthogonal to S. Letting (vi1;; : : : ; vik) be the labels of odimension 1 faesontaining S, the map R k ! tS whih takes the jth standard basis vetorto vij de�nes a overing (S1)k ! TS , the kernel of whih is isomorphi tothe quotient of � \ tS by the lattie generated by the vetors vij .B.2. Non-abelian utting.Let (M;!;�) be a onneted Hamiltonian G-manifold. We denote by	 : M ! t�+ the omposition of the moment map � with the quotient mapg� ! g�=Ad(G) = t�+. It is well-known that over 	�1(int(t�+)), the map 	is smooth and generates a G-equivariant Hamiltonian T -ation. More gen-erally, if � is an open fae of t�+ and Z(G�) � T the enter of its entralizer,the omposition of 	 with projetion to z(G�)� is smooth near 	�1(�), andgenerates a G-equivariant Hamiltonian Z(G�)-ation.Let Q � t� be a simpliial labeled polyhedron, with the property that	�1(Q) is ompat and onneted. Suppose that(43) If S � Q and � � t�+ are open faeswith S \ � \	(M) 6= ;, then TS � Z(G�).It then follows that on a G-invariant neighborhood of 	�1(S), the ompo-sition of 	 with projetion pS : t� ! t�S generates a Hamiltonian TS-ation.
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The polyhedron Q will be alled �-admissible if it has the property (43),and in addition satis�es(44) The ation of TS on 	�1(S) is loally free.Given a polyhedron Q satisfying ondition (43), ondition (44) an beahieved by an arbitrarily small perturbation of the parameters rj . Assum-ing (43), (44), hoose a G-invariant neighborhood US of 	�1(S) on whihthe ation of TS is loally free.Let (S1)k at on US by means of the overing, (S1)k ! TS . As a momentmap �S for this ation we take the moment map pS Æ 	 for the TS-ation,shifted by �S = pS(S):�S := pS Æ	� �S : US ! t�S �= (R k )�:The various torus ations and moment maps are ompatible, in the sensethat if S1 � S2, the restrition of �S2 to US1 \ US2 is a omponent of �S1 .For any fae S onsider the sympleti quotients(US)Q := (US � C k )==(S1)kunder the diagonal ation, using the standard ation on C k . From theanonial isomorphism,	�1(Q) \ US = (US � ~C k )==(S1)kwhere ~C is the sympleti manifold with boundary ~C = S1 � R+ � T �(S1),one sees that there is a anonial surjetive map 	�1(Q) \ US ! (US)Q,whih is a sympletomorphism over 	�1(int(Q)).One obtains a Hamiltonian G-orbifold (MQ; !Q;�Q), alled the utspae, by gluing the open subsets (US)Q. The ut spae is a union ofG-invariant sympleti sub-orbifolds MS := 	�1(S)=TS , and there is anatural surjetion 	�1(Q) ! MQ whih restrits to the quotient maps	�1(S) ! MS . The normal bundle of MS in MQ is the assoiated orb-ifold bundle, �QS = 	�1(S)�TS (C k=�S)!MS ;where �S is the kernel of the homomorphism (S1)k ! TS , and the ation ofTS is indued from the natural (S1)k-ation on C k .We now extend the utting onstrution to G-equivariant vetor bundlesE ! M . Suppose that for all open faes S � Q the TS-ation on US liftsto a G-equivariant ation of its over (S1)k ! TS , and that for faes S1; S2
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with S1 � S2, these torus ations are ompatible in the natural way. De�ne(EjUS)Q ! (US)Q by pulling E bak to US�C k , restriting to the zero levelset for the (S1)k-ation, and taking the quotient. These loal bundles gluetogether to give a G-equivariant orbifold bundle EQ ! MQ. Its restritionto MS is ES := (Ej	�1(S))=(S1)k.We note that the ut (TM)Q of the tangent bundle TM is not isomorphito T (MQ). Indeed, for any fae S of Q,(45) (TM)QjMS = T (MS)� C k while T (MQ)jMS = T (MS)� �QS :Suppose L!M is a G-equivariant pre-quantum line bundle. The TS-ationon US admits a G-equivariant pre-quantum lift (with respet to the momentmap pS Æ	) to LjUS . Sine the moment map for (S1)k is obtained by shiftby �S , the (S1)k-ation admits a pre-quantum lift if and only if �S 2 t�S �= R kis ontained in the lattie Zk . Clearly, this is the ase if Q is an integrallabeled polyhedron. Sine the trivial line bundle is pre-quantum for C k , theut bundle LQ ! MQ beomes then a G-equivariant pre-quantum bundlefor the ut spae. B.3. The gluing formula.Let (M;!;�) be a ompat, onneted Hamiltonian G-manifold with pre-quantum line bundle L!M . A �-admissible labeled polyhedral subdivisionof t� is a olletion of �-admissible labeled polyhedra Q = fQg suh that theolletion overs t�, the intersetion of any two polyhedra is either empty oris a fae of eah, and the labels attahed to a ommon odimension 1 faeof any two polyhedra oinide up to sign. We all Q integral if all of thepolytopes Q 2 Q are integral labeled polyhedra. Let eQ be the olletion ofall losed faes of Q 2 Q; thus Q are the top-dimensional polyhedra in eQ.To every Q 2 eQ orresponds a pre-quantized Hamiltonian G-orbifold MQwhih is a sympleti sub-orbifold in eahMQ0 , suh that Q is a losed fae ofQ0 2 eQ. One has the following gluing formula [26℄ relating the Spin-indiesof the ut spaes:(46) �(M; g) = XQ2 eQ(�1)odimQ�(MQ; g):
In this paper we need a re�ned version of (46), along ideas developed in[30℄. Suppose (M;!;�) is a pre-quantized Hamiltonian G-manifold, and S
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a �-admissible integral labeled polyhedron. Consider the expression
(47) �S(M; g) = XF�Mg �F (g)ZF\	�1(S) Td(F )Ch(L)DC (�F ; g) ;
where the representatives for the Todd lass, Chern lass and DC (�F ; g)are hosen in suh a way that for all faes R � S, the pull-bak to thesubmanifold 	�1(R) desends to a form on MR = 	�1(R)=TR. Providedthat the representatives satisfy this boundary ondition, (47) is independentof their hoie beause the integral an be re-written as an integral over theut spae FS � (M t)S �M tS :(48) �S(M; g) = XF�Mg �F (g)ZFS Td((TF )S)Ch(LS)DC ((�F )S; g) :
Suppose that Q = fQg is a �-admissible, integral, polyhedral subdivision,and also that all intersetions S \ Q with Q 2 Q are admissible. For anyQ 2 ~Q let �S(MQ; g) be de�ned by a formula similar to (47), by taking theintegral in the Kawasaki-Vergne formula only over the part eFS mapping toS.
(49) �S(MQ; g) = XF�(MQ)g � eF (g)

Z eFS Td((T eF )S)Ch((~LQ)S)~DC ((� eF )S; g) :
The following Proposition extends formula (34) in [30℄ to the equivariantase:Proposition B.1. One has the gluing formula,(50) �S(M; g) = XQ2 eQ(�1)odimQ�S(MQ; g):
Proof. The proof is an extension of the argument given in [30, p.465℄. Wemay assume g = t 2 T . Observe that all of the harateristi formsin (48) admit T -equivariant extensions. Hene we an write �S(M; t) =lim�!0 �S(M; t; �) where

�S(M; t; �) = XF�Mt �F (t)ZFS Td((TF )S ; �)Ch(LS ; �)DC ((�F )S ; t; �) :
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Let us apply the Berline-Vergne loalization formula for orbifolds (f. [26℄)to this expression. Let X be a �xed point manifold for the T -ation on(M t)S. Letting 	S : MS ! t�+ be the map indued by 	, it follows that	S(X) is a point. Let R � S be the unique open fae ontaining 	S(X), andlet F � M t be the unique onneted omponent with X � FS . Reall thatby (45) the restrition of (TM)S to MR is the tangent bundle of MR plusa trivial bundle. Similarly the restrition of (TF )S is the tangent bundle toX plus a trivial bundle, and the restrition of (�F )S is the normal bundle�RX to X in MR. On the other hand, the normal bundle of X in FS is thepull-bak of the normal bundle �SR of MR in MS . We therefore obtain theformula�S(M; t; �) =XX �X(t exp �) 1dX ZX Td(X)Ch(LR)DC (�RX ; t exp �) Eul(�SR; �) :We obtain similar formulas for all of the ut spaes MQ:�S(MQ; t; �) =XX �X(t exp �) 1dX ZX Td(X)Ch(~LR)~DC (�RX ; t exp �) Eul(�SR; �) ;where the sum is over all onneted omponents X of the T -�xed point setof eFS , for all F �M tQ. If X is a �xed point omponent for the T -ation on(M t)S, then 	(X) is ontained in the interior of a unique top-dimensionalpolyhedron Q 2 Q. Hene, the �xed point ontribution appears exatly oneas a T -�xed point ontribution of the sum PQ2Q(�1)odimQ�S(MQ; t; �).We must show that the remaining �xed point ontributions anel. Theseother integrals are over onneted omponents X of T -�xed point sets of eFS ,where eF � ~M tQ is de�ned as in Appendix A. These �xed point omponentsan be organized as follows. Consider the �nite subset of points of theform (	Q)S(X) 2 A. Given any suh point, there exists a unique openfae R of S ontaining it. If R = int(S), then X is simply one of the T -�xed point orbifolds forMQ, and the anellation of the orresponding �xedpoint ontributions is just the gluing formula [26, Theorem 5.4℄. In ase Ris a proper fae of S, the argument from [26℄ arries over without essentialhange, the reason being that the �xed point ontributions look exatly like�xed point ontributions for MQ, exept for the extra fator Eul(�SR; �)�1whih appears in all of these integrals. �C. Fusion of group valued Hamiltonian G-spaes.In this appendix we ollet some fats about fusion of Hamiltonian G-spaeswith group-valued moment maps.
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Theorem C.1 ([1, Theorem 6.1℄). Let G;H be ompat Lie groups, and(M;!; (�1;�2;	)) a group valued Hamiltonian G � G � H-manifold. LetMfus be the same manifold with diagonal G � H-ation, �fus = �1�2, and!fus = ! � 12B(��1�;��2�). Then (Mfus; !fus; (�fus;	)) is a group valuedHamiltonian G�H-manifold.The orretion term 12B(��1�;��2�) will be loosely referred to as the \fu-sion term". IfM =M1�M2 is a produt of two G�Hi-valued Hamiltonianspaes, we also write M1 ~M2 := (M1 �M2)fus.Reall that if G is a torus, a spae with G-valued moment map is justa sympleti manifold with a multi-valued moment map in the usual sense.Fusion of suh spaes hanges the sympleti form, but not the volume:Lemma C.2. Suppose T is a torus, that (M;!; (�1;�2)) a ompat groupvalued Hamiltonian T � T -spae, and (Mfus; !fus; (�fus)) is the group valuedHamiltonian T -spae obtained by fusion. Then the sympleti volumes of Mand Mfus are the same.
Proof. This is a speial ase of a result for non-abelian groups proved in [40℄.In the abelian ase, the following muh simpler argument is available. Notiethat M with diagonal T -ation has moment map �fus = �1�2 not only forthe fusion form !fus but also for the original sympleti 2-form !. Supposet 2 T is a (weakly) regular value of �fus, so that (�fus)�1(t) is a smooth sub-manifold and Mt = (�fus)�1(t)=T is an orbifold. Sine the pull-bak of the2-form 12B(��1�;��2�) to (�fus)�1(t) vanishes, the redued sympleti formsare the same: !t = (!fus)t. It follows that the two Duistermaat-Hekmanmeasures m = 1n!(�fus)�(j!nj) and mfus = 1n!(�fus)�(j!nfusj) oinide. Sinethe sympleti volume is the integral of the Duistermaat-Hekman measure,the proof is omplete. �For any group-valued Hamiltonian G-spae, the 2-form ! is non-degenerate on the tangent spae at any point in the identity level set. Thefollowing Lemma shows that fusion does not hange the isotopy lass ofthis sympleti struture. Its proof relies on the notion of exponential ofa Hamiltonian spae [1℄: Let $ 2 
2(g) be the image of exp� � under thehomotopy operator 
?(g)! 
?�1(g). Then if (M;!0;�0) is a HamiltonianG-spae in the usual sense, with �0(M) ontained in a suÆiently smallneighborhood of 0, then (M;!;�) with ! = !0 + ��0$ and � = exp(�0) isa group valued Hamiltonian G-spae. Conversely, if (M;!;�) is a group-valued Hamiltonian G-spae, any small neighborhood of ��1(e) is obtained
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in this way. The 2-form $ vanishes at 0, so that !m = (!0)m for points inthe zero level set.Lemma C.3. Let (M;!; (�1;�2;	)) be a group valued Hamiltonian G �G�H-spae, and (Mfus; !fus; (�fus;	)) its fusion. Let m 2M be a point inthe identity level set of (�1;�2;	). The sympleti 2-forms !jm and !fusjmon TmM are isotopi through a path of sympleti forms, invariant underthe stabilizer group (G�H)m.
Proof.Wemay assume thatM is the exponential of a HamiltonianG�G�H-spae (M;!0; (�0;1;�0;2;	0)). Resaling by s > 0, we obtain a familyof Hamiltonian spaes (M; s!0; (s�0;1; s�0;2; s	0)), together with their ex-ponentials. Let !sfus be the orresponding fusion forms. We laim thats�1!sfusjm give the required isotopy of sympleti forms. Indeed, eah !sfusjmis sympleti, and for s! 0,!sfusjm = s!0jm � 12B(exp(s�0;1)��; exp(s�0;2)��)jm = s!0jm +O(s2)showing that lims!0 s�1!sfusjm = !0jm. �
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